
The Future of Work

New behaviors

Technology

Millenials

Mobility

Globalization

shaped by

social media

web

shaped by

Cloud

conventionnal idea of how employees work
and what they expect from an organization

challenging

Collaboration
Platforms

Now in the hand of anyone

The time to deploy

decreases

upgrades & deploymentsmake easier
& faster

organizations to connect and engage 
people

allows

Big Data better decisionsleads to

behaviors

approaches

attitudes

expectations about work

leads to new

emplyees to stay connected

employee location independant

allows

makes

Organizations 

a presence in any part of the 
world and work without boundaries

can develop

Why is it different 
this time?

the speed of change

connecting the change

disrupting the change

Today's employee
The cog

expendable

is no voice

has

Engagement

importantlacking

is

but

Future employee
#

7 principles

flexible work environment

Be able to shape and define 
their own career path

Share information in real time

opportunity to become leader
without having to be managers

Collaborate and communicate
in new ways

Shift from being knowledge workers
to learning workers

Learn and teach at will

anytime

anywhere

outputs

is focused on

works

Flexibility top talentattracts &
retains

coworking

customization

voice

self organization

choice

based on

Media plateforms

thanks to

engagement

creates

relationship

builds

email
not only

learn

adapt

ability to

MOOC thanks to

self directected

autonomous needs to be

 filter information

focus

is capable of

change

embraces

amazing
communication skills

has

learn

is learning

a corporate office

works in 

inputs

company equipment

email

knowledge

information

uses

is focused on

relies on

is focused on

hoards

Freelance

multiple organization

is working 
for

good wages

earns

flexibility

freedom

has

one project to 
another

moves from

managerless 
company

Outdated Management 
practices

Hierarchies and Org charts

Annual Reviews

Focusing on Inputs

Information

Decisions Managers

have access to

make

too few controlling too much

No room for experimentation

reliance on the past

focusing on the wrong things

Future Manager

#

10 principles
Must be a leader

Follow from the front

Understand technology

Lead by example

Embrace evulnerability

Believe in sharing &&
collective intelligence

Challenge convention &&
be a fire starter

Practice real time recognition &&
feedback

Be conscious of personnal boundaries

Adapt to the future employee

collaboration plateforms

project and task mgt plateforms

social learning systems

video

recognition

feedback

time

space

Transparency

freedom

accountability

mentorship

support

amazing communication

long term approach

hire and fire

employee-appointed 
committees

employees

what to work on

lead the company

carreer path and choices

pay raises & 
promotions

something goes wrong

coaches & 
mentors

guided by

driven by

decided by

governed & 
resolved by

administrated by

choosen by

The organization 
of Today

job security

is not so secure
loyalties

Money

self starter opportunities

have shifted
smaller growing

companies

talents

attracts

adapt

need to

The Future 
Organization

#

14 principles
Globally distributed with 

smaller team

Connected workforce

Intrapreunarial

Operates like
a small company

Focuses on "want"
instead of "need"

Adapts to change faster

Innovation Anywhere

Runs in the cloud

More women in senior
management roles

Flatter structure

Tells stories

Democratizes learning

Shift from profit
to prosperity

Adapts to future employee
and manager

Employee-Driven

Customer-Driven

Partner/Supplier-Driven

Public-Driven
Competitor-Driven

Faster deployement

flexibility

costs

accessibilty & adoption

reduces

improves

Technology as the Central
Nervous system

The Six-Step Process
for Adapting to the Future

of work

4 roadblocks

Fear

No urgency
Uncertainty

Unclear impact

on individual value before
corporate value 

focus

strategy comes before

get out of the way

example

the voice of employee

learn to

lead by

listen to

the flow of work

a supportive environment

what matters

persistent

evolve employee collaboration
also benefits customer

collaboration makes 
the world a better place 

integrate into

create

measure

be

adapt and understand 
that

accept that assumptions

a team

 the effort

"future of work"

employee to take action
broad based change

challenge

create

help lead

define &
communicate

experiment &
empowerimplement
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